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Dewetting of an Evaporating Thin Liquid Film: Heterogeneous Nucleation
and Surface Instability
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Film rupture as the initial stage of dewetting is investigated for a volatile, spin-coated nonwetting film
During structure formation in the liquid film the film thickness is continuously reduced via evaporation
The dynamical character of the experiment allows the study of hole formation caused by distinct ruptu
mechanisms occurring at different film thicknesses. Both heterogeneous nucleation for thick films
well as spinodal dewetting for film thickness below 10 nm have been observed. The balance betw
both processes can be shifted by controlling the ambient humidity. The structures resulting from fi
rupture are quantified with respect to their different geometrical properties. For the first time we fin
that spinodal dewetting is caused by destabilizing polar interactions. [S0031-9007(98)05676-2]

PACS numbers: 68.15.+e, 68.45.–v, 68.55.–a
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The wetting behavior of films is of central importance
for thin film technology since it determines the homogene
ity of thin films and coatings [1–3]. Controlled dewetting
can be employed to pattern thin films on the nanomet
scale as was recently demonstrated by the production
biomolecular coatings with a defined structure for medic
applications via spin coating of protein solutions [4].

Investigations of thin nonvolatile liquid films on non-
wetting substrates have shown that dewetting takes pla
in three successive phases: rupture of the film, growth
the holes resulting in the formation of a polygonal ne
work of straight liquid rims, and the decay of rims via
a Rayleigh instability. The growth dynamics of single
holes is well understood [5], whereas the understanding
film rupture as the initial stage of dewetting remains in
sufficient. From theoretical considerations, two possib
rupture mechanisms have been discussed [6]: first, h
erogeneous hole nucleation due to defects in the liqu
film [7], and, second, spontaneous rupture under the infl
ence of long range molecular forces [8], known as spin
odal dewetting. These forces can destabilize a thin fil
(thickness,h , 100 nm) by causing surface fluctuations
to grow exponentially. Rupture takes place on a leng
scale corresponding to the wavelength of the surface u
dulation whose amplitude increases most rapidly. In th
case of an apolar Lifshitz–van der Waals interaction, th
wavelength scales with the square of the film thickne
[8]. In addition, polar interactions may become signifi
cant for systems such as aqueous solutions at the smal
film thickness (h , 10 nm), either stabilizing or destabi-
lizing the film [9].

Up to now, experimental investigations of film rupture
exist only for apolar films. The system studied in mos
detail is polystyrene (PS) on silicon [1,10]. However
with regard to the two rupture mechanisms mentione
above the experimental observations hitherto present
conflicting picture. An observedh24 dependence of
the density of initially formed holes has been take
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as evidence for film surface instability [1]. However,
recent investigations on PS films show that the spati
separation of the holes is not correlated as would b
expected for spontaneous rupture at the wavelength
the fastest growing mode [10]. A novel approach t
gain insight into film rupture is to realize experimenta
conditions which assist the simultaneous occurrence
both rupture mechanisms, as reported recently for th
metal films on fused silica substrates after melting by
laser pulse [3]. In this case, the liquid metal dewets from
the substrate within a small time window before the film
resolidifies. In addition to large circular holes assigne
to heterogeneous nucleation, the appearance of sm
holes with a characteristic wavelength proportional toh2

has been observed, giving strong evidence of spinod
dewetting. The investigations of both PS and metal film
have been carried out at a constant film thickness ofh .

10 nm, whereby this lower thickness limit arises from the
requirement that the film should be homogeneous.

In this Letter, we report on a novel dynamical dewettin
procedure whereby a spin-coated, nonwetting thin film o
a volatile liquid on a solid substrate is continuously re
duced in thickness by evaporation. Under the conditio
that the characteristic time constant for viscous process
is much smaller than that of evaporation, structure fo
mation in the liquid film is dominated by dewetting and
not by the evaporation itself. Here, while the general sc
nario of dewetting is the same as that mentioned abov
the dewetting process competes with the ongoing thinnin
of the film, which is accompanied by a continuing hole
formation.

In this way a superposition of structures is arrived a
whose evolution is initiated at different film thicknesses
This dynamical dewetting scheme therefore possesses t
advantages: first, it allows the simultaneous observatio
of both rupture mechanisms on one and the same samp
and, second, it enables for the first time the study o
the structure development for films ath , 10 nm not
© 1998 The American Physical Society 2869
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accessible before by any other technique. The evapora
speed of the solvent, controlled by its partial pressu
allows control of the rate of film thinning in comparison t
the characteristic times of both rupture and hole grow
In this way the balance between the different ruptu
mechanisms can be altered. The resulting film structu
are visualized by a small quantity of macromolecules
the solvent that dry-in on the substrate and thus decor
the finally developed film structure.

The dewetting experiments were performed with
monomeric collagen solution (protein concentratio
0.2 mgyml) in 0.1 M acetic acid (pH 3). In some cases
the collagen monomers were denatured by warming
precursor solution to 50±C for 30 min. Freshly cleaved
highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) has been us
as the substrate (contact angle of the precursor,u  75±).
Collagen films with an initial thickness of about10 mm
were prepared by spin coating under controlled relati
humidity between 0% and 90% at room temperatu
The films dry within tens of seconds. The final film
structures were examined by scanning force microsco
(SFM) operating in tapping mode using a NanoScope I
(Digital Instruments). In comparable experiments wi
a very low protein concentration on mica, immobilize
single collagen molecules with a diameter of 1.5 nm and
length of 300 nm could be imaged [4], indicating that th
monomers are not damaged during sample preparation

Figure 1 (left part) shows a series of SFM images
collagen films prepared under different ambient humi
ity conditions. A transition from structures consisting o
some large, quasicircular holes embedded in a homo
neous pattern of very small holes [Fig. 1(a)] towards ful
developed homogeneous polygonal networks [Fig. 1(
is observed with increasing humidity. To quantify the pa
terns, the distribution functions corresponding to the ar
occupied by holes belonging to a certain class of hole
ameters (HDF) have been calculated and plotted in
right part of Fig. 1. We have chosen this particular re
resentation, where the distribution function corresponds
the product of number of holes per class multiplied by t
average area of the class, in order to evaluate the re
tive contributions of a limited number of larger holes i
a background of numerous small holes. At 15% humi
ity the HDF exhibits two well separated peaks at 50 a
400 nm. The position of the second peak shifts stead
to larger diameters with increasing humidity. At the sam
time the height of the rims around the larger holes i
creases from about 3 to about 8 nm (not shown). Bo
the increasing diameter of the holes and the heighten
of the accumulated material along their perimeter indica
that the time the large holes have to grow increases w
increasing humidity. In contrast, the position of the fir
peak at 50 nm does not depend on humidity. However
does vanish with increasing humidity.

The pronounced bimodality of the HDF at low humid
ity clearly indicates the occurrence of two distinct ho
2870
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FIG. 1. Series of images of collagen films prepared at differ
ent humidities: (a) 15%, (b) 60%, (c) 82%, and (d) 88%. Left:
SFM images (5 mm 3 5 mm) in height mode. Right: Corre-
sponding area weighted diameter distribution functions (in arb
trary units).

formation mechanisms. In particular, the completely dif
ferent dependencies of the distributions of the larger an
smaller holes on humidity, as well as the entire suppres
sion of smaller holes at higher humidity suggest that th
two hole types emerge at different film thicknesses. W
assign the larger holes to film rupture due to heteroge
neous nucleation at defects. Step lines between neighbo
ing monolayer terraces of the HOPG are a probable defe
source. This is supported by the observation that large
holes accumulate in the vicinity of these step lines whe
the step height is of the order of a few monolayer dis
tances. On the contrary, we assign the 50 nm diamet
holes to spinodal dewetting caused by destabilizing po
lar interactions. These interactions control the structur
formation at film thicknesses below 10 nm. As is ana
lyzed later on in more detail, in the present case the apol
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interactions stabilize the film, which would lead to the ob
served deep minimum between the two peaks in the HD
at low humidity.

The hypothesis that the film rupture mechanisms di
cussed above take place at different film thicknesses
strongly supported by the observation that the balan
between the different predominant mechanisms can
varied by altering the ambient humidity. At high hu-
midity the evaporation rate of the precursor solution i
low. Thus, early in the process of film rupture nucle
ated holes have time to grow until neighboring holes me
and form common rims of polygonal networks as seen
Fig. 1(d). With decreasing humidity the time being avail
able for hole growth reduces whereby the film structur
yields to holes with smaller diameters. Consequently, th
holes become increasingly isolated, and the area occup
by these holes decreases. That is, at high humidity he
erogeneously nucleated holes may conquer the whole a
before the remaining film gets thinner than 10 nm. In
this case the formation of additional holes by spinoda
dewetting cannot take place. If, however, nonrupture
area remains when the thickness reaches the range wh
the destabilizing polar interactions become dominant, th
film ruptures at once due to spinodal dewetting leading
the bimodal film patterns as observed at humidity belo
70% [see Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)].

In the case, in which the thin film undergoes spinoda
dewetting at the wavelength of the fastest growing mod
one expects a well developed short range order in th
spatial hole distribution. To prove this, we have calculate
the pair correlation function of the mass centers of all hole
(PCF). Figure 2 shows the PCF of a sample prepared
15% humidity. The PCF exhibits a pronounced maximum
atr0  50 nm. Further peaks are obtained at about2 3 r0
and 3 3 r0. This result is in agreement with the value
derived from the first maximum of the HDF [see Fig. 1(a)]

FIG. 2. Pair correlation functions of the mass centers of th
holes of the same sample as shown in Fig. 1(a) (solid line) an
of denatured collagen (dashed line). In the inset the correlatio
functions of the sample shown in Fig. 1(c) (solid line) and o
a model hard-core Poisson distribution (dash-dotted line) a
plotted. The correspondingr0 values are given in the text.
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Again, to make the difference between smaller and larg
holes evident, we have calculated the PCF for the sam
shown in Fig. 1(c) (82% humidity), where hole formatio
is dominated by heterogeneous nucleation. The resul
plotted in the inset of Fig. 2. Here, the PCF exhibits on
one less pronounced peak atr 0

0  156 nm. It decreases
continuously forr . r 0

0, quickly approachinggsrd  1.
This behavior can be reproduced by modeling the PC
of a hard-core Poisson distribution of points [11], draw
as a dotted line in the inset. The observed discrepan
at r , r 0

0 can be explained by the fact that a “soft-core
[12] rather than a hard-core hole distribution is obtaine
in a dynamical dewetting experiment, resulting from
decrease of the critical hole nucleation radius caused
the decreasing thickness of the evaporating film.

Since the characteristic sizes of the observed film p
terns have been found to be of the same order as the len
of the collagen molecule used to decorate the develop
film structures, it seems possible that the film structure fo
mation itself might be influenced by the presence of co
lagen in the precursor. If this were the case, one wou
expect the largest effects for the surface instability becau
the observed wavelength for this process is much sma
than 300 nm. To investigate this, all of the above expe
ments have been repeated with denatured collagen.
size of the macromolecule decreases due to the chang
the conformation into a random coil accompanied by a r
duction of the mechanical stiffness of the molecule. W
did not observe general differences in the experiments
tween the two collagen specimens, indicating that the o
served structure formation is an intrinsic property of th
solvent (water) HOPG system. The first peak of the PC
of denatured collagen prepared at 15% humidity (Fig.
dashed line) is observed at 53 nm. Thus, rupture of t
films due to the surface instability takes place at very sim
lar characteristic wavelengths in both collagen specime
proving that the size of the molecules does not directly i
fluence the hole formation process. However, as indica
by a larger ratio of the amplitude of the first maximum t
the amplitude of the first minimum in the PCF, the structu
of the denatured films appears more developed, as lar
amplitude ratios are usually taken as a sign for a more p
nounced pair correlation [12]. This result follows as a d
rect consequence of the reduced mechanical stiffness
the denatured collagen molecule—allowing the molecu
to follow movements of the solvent on the substrate du
ing structure formation more easily. However, we nev
observed coalescence of holes, which is a result of the s
bilization of the rims by the collagen molecules. Structu
stabilization is one of the advantages of the method of d
namical dewetting described here, since it allows the o
servation of features generated in the early stages of fi
formation.

The appearance of a surface instability in thin film
can be described by hydrodynamics within the lubricatio
approximation of the Stokes equation under considerat
2871
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of long range molecular interactions [8]. The time
evolution of the film thickness can be derived from
the partial differential equation,ht  2sh3y3hsssghxx 1

Pshddddxdx, where subscriptsx andt denote spatial and time
derivatives, respectively,h is the effective viscosity,g is
the surface tension, andPshd is the thickness-dependent
disjoining pressure [7,13]. A linear stability analysis
yields the wavelength of the fastest growing mode
l  2p

p
2gsdPydhd21, and its typical rupture time,

t  6hgyh3sdPydhd22. l only exhibits nonimaginary
values if the argument of the square root is positive
That is, the film is unstable fordPydh $ 0 and stable
otherwise. The disjoining pressure containing the pola
and apolar interaction contributions is given by [9]

Pshd  2SAP
d2

0

h3
1

SP

l
efsd02hdylg. (1)

Here d0  0.158 nm is the Born repulsion length, and
l is the correlation length of a polar fluid. For wa-
ter, l is approximately 0.6 nm [9]. SP and SAP are
the polar and apolar components of the total spread
ing coefficient,S  SAP 1 SP  gscosu 2 1d, whereu

is the macroscopic contact angle. From Eq. (1) it ca
be seen that film rupture due to surface instability ma
only occur if at least one component ofS is negative.
The apolar componentSAP is derived from the effective
Hamaker constantA of the air–thin film–substrate sys-
tem,SAP  2Ay12pd2

0 , whereA can be calculated from
the individual constants of water (W) and graphite (G)
by the sum rules:A  AWW 2 AGW ø

p
AWW s

p
AWW 2p

AGG d [13,14]. Applying this formalism to the system
water on graphite studied here (u  75±, g  72.2 3

1023 Nym, AWW  4.38 3 10220 N m, AGG  47.0 3

10220 N m [15]) yields S  253 3 1023 Nym, SAP 
106 3 1023 Nym, andSP  2159 3 1023 Nym. Con-
sequently, the apolar part of the interaction acts stabiliz
ing, whereas the polar contribution destabilizes the film
The polar interaction becomes dominating forh , hC,
wherehC can be calculated from Eq. (1) under the con
dition dPydh  0. For l between 0.5 and 0.8 nmhC is
between 5 and 10 nm.

The driving force grows exponentially with decreasing
film thicknessh , hC, leading to exponential decrease of
botht andl. Thus,t may become much smaller than the
typical evaporation time, yielding to spontaneous ruptur
of the remaining film. However, to give an estimate of
the rupture time, one has to make a realistic assumptio
for the viscosity of the solution, which might become very
high for the last stages of solvent evaporation and ca
unfortunately, not be directly measured for those high
collagen concentrations. On the other hand, due to th
exponential dependency of Eq. (1), a realistic estimate o
2872
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the lower bound of viscosity will already yield a good
assessment of the rupture time. Assumingh ø 1000 Pa s
(derived by an extrapolation from low concentration dat
[16]), t becomes smaller than the evaporation time of th
remaining liquid, which is typically of the order of tenths
of a second, at a film thickness between 2 and 6 nm
With these values the corresponding wavelength of th
instability can be estimated to be between 20 and 80 nm
respectively. This is in good agreement with the observe
value of 50 nm.

In conclusion, in dynamical dewetting experiments w
have observed two coexisting film rupture mechanism
occurring at different film thicknesses down to below
10 nm. The film structures exhibit distinct spatial order
holes initiated by heterogeneous nucleation at defec
are randomly distributed, whereas holes resulting from
spinodal dewetting exhibit a well developed short rang
order with a periodicity that corresponds to the calculate
value taking polar interactions into consideration.
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